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About us
"Xsort Web Studio" is a company that always has the right solution for a successful business. The ability to develop web projects of any complexity (from simple 

landing pages to complex web services and mobile applications) brought us:

12+
Partner countries
who remain our regular 

customers

350+
Happy clients
who decided to cooperate


with us again

14+
Years of experience
in the field of IT development

820+
Successful projects
most part of our regular 

customers

Working with us you get:

Reliable partner Detailed work plan Exact terms Strong technical support

Perfectionism in the details Turnkey project
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Our working methods

Development of a website that brings results to the customer

It is in our interests to develop an effective website for you that will bring you 

a lot of income, because only in this case we can talk about fruitful, joint 

cooperation.

Fixed terms

For each stage of development, we agree with you the exact date of 

completion. This works correctly only if the customer can quickly respond to 

our messages and requests.

Exact price for project launch

After clarifying all the details we need, we are able to announce the exact cost 

of the work carried out to launch your project/website.

Individual solution

Setting up the admin panel of your site is done individually. If necessary, we 

provide training on its use.

Active support of the product

Even after the launch of your project, we offer useful improvements for it that 

will help make it perfect.

The principles that we follow when developing a project
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We offer high-quality and efficient IT services for you and your business. To provide these services, we use our accumulated experience, which has been 

consolidated by many years of work in the IT field. When you see the result of our work, you will be pleasantly surprised!

Our services

Web Development

� Websit�

� Complex web applicatio�

� Individual web servic�

� Mob. applications

Digital-design/Web design

� UX/UI desig�

� Logo desig�

� Choosing a design templat�

� Design of illustrations / banners / other 

elements

Promotion & Optimization

� SEO audit, optimizatio�

� SMM, SMO promotio�

� Contextual advertisinÌ

� Web analytics

Tech Support

� Security and stabilit�

� Connection of additional functionalit�

� Content managemen�

� Image processing

Hosting & Servers

� Hosting and setu4

� Hosting for multi-page sit�

� Hosting for business card sit�

� Server for large portal?

� Backup

Other IT-services

� Website desig�

� Compilation of tech specs doV

� Individual approacR

� Article writing and translation
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The full list of features can be found here

List of we connectfeatures 
— Features

Part of the list of potential features (additional functionality) for your website

Integration with 1C

Integration of banks (MAIB, Victoriabank, MICB)

Connecting online payments (PayNet, Yandex, PayPal)

CRM integration

Basic SEO optimization

SMS notifications and registration

Integration of the module "Online registration for the service"

Development of a user’s personal cabinet

Connecting an individual admin panel

UX/UI prototyping and design

API data exchange

Integration with external services

Quick registration (only one field - email)

Set up of the Multilingual versions to the site

Online calculator of services

Do you want to launch your online store or service portal? 


Let's launch together!

Send us the company's requisites and we will conclude a contract with you for 

the development of the site!

Let's get to work
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Development stages
Step-by-step instructions for developing a successful project

1 Filling out the brief

The customer fills out a short brief on our website 

xsort.md/en/brief, thus describing his project in a 

thesis.

2 Evaluation and commercial offer

We study that short brief filled by the Customer, 

organize a commercial offer and draw up an estimated 

cost of the project.

3 Studying the tech. specs doc

We conduct a thorough analysis of the customer's 

tech. specs and announce the exact cost of the 

project. If the customer does not have a tech. specs, 

we offer a separate service for its preparation. In 

further work, we subtract the cost of the tech. specs 

from the total cost of the project.

4 Contract signing and advance 

payment

When the parties have agreed on a commercial offer 

and are ready to start cooperation, a contract is 

concluded and an advance payment (50%) is made.

5 Content collection

This stage is carried out by the Customer, based on the 

content plan prepared by the Contractor.

6 Website prototype preparation

Based on your concepts, designers analyze your target 

audience, think over User Flow and implement a UX 

prototype of your site.

7 Home page design

After the approval of the UX prototype, our designers 

begin to develop styles and add UI elements to the 

main page of the site, after which it is submitted to the 

Customer for approval.

8 Design of basic and other pages

The next step, after confirming the main page, 

designers begin to develop the design of all other 

pages of the project.

9 Website layout — Front-end 

development

Our coders translate the approved design into code 

using modern technologies, while making it fully 

responsive for mobile devices.
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Development Stages - Part 2

10 Programming - Back-end development

Programming the site and creating a convenient 

administrative panel to manage it.

11 Filling the site with content

We fill the site with the content you provide, so that it 

seems complete already at the first launch.

12 Website testing

At this stage, a thorough testing of the work of 

adaptability, loading and sending site forms is carried 

out. The site is updated as necessary.

13 Hosting and domain

We connect your domain, set up turnkey hosting and 

deploy your website on it. (Xsort servers meet 

European Tier 3 quality standards)

14 Basic SEO optimization

We register your site in search engines (Google, 

Yandex) and making the basic seo-optimization.

15 Site instructions

We are preparing instructions for working in the admin 

panel of the site and developing the entire project.

16 Delivery of the project and final 

payment

The next stage is the signing of the certificate of 

completion and payment of the remaining amount for 

the project.

17 Access transfer

The customer receives all the data and passwords of 

the project.

18 Support and maintenance

We provide the Customer with 1 month of technical 

support. support, during which we check all the bugs 

found by the Customer for free and fix them. After, the 

Customer acquires the required number. hours of tech. 

support, for further product development.

Write the word "Secret" to support@xsort.md now and get a discount on the development of the Technical Specification doc.
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Project GoodYear - Tris Auto

Developed an online store for Tris Auto. "Tris Auto" has been working in the 

automotive service since 1996, is the official representative of GoodYear, 

Hankook, Toyo Tires in Moldova.

Implemented additional functionality (features):

CRM integration

Connecting an individual admin 

panel

Integration of the module 

"Online registration for the 

service"

Set up of the multilingual 

versions to the site

Development of a user’s 

personal cabinet

Integration with 1C

— Portfolio

Site: trisauto.md Terms: 3 months
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Do you want to launch your online store? Let's launch together!

Send us the company's requisites and we will conclude a contract with 

you for the development of the site!

Let’s start
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Project Jucarenia/Crafti/Livra

A group of online store sites for the largest distributor with a network of stores 

throughout Moldova, focused on the sale of children's clothing, toys, and 

stationery.

Implemented additional functionality (features):

CRM integration

Connecting an individual admin 

panel

Development of a user’s 

personal cabinet

Integration with external 

services

Set up of the multilingual 

versions to the site

Integration with 1C

Integration of banks 


(MAIB, Victoriabank, MICB)

— Portfolio

Site: livra.md Terms: 5 months
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Project Realist Estate Agency

This is a corporate site where Realist realtors present real estate for sale, as 

well as their services. Realist estate agency is a team of experts with over ten 

years of regional and international experience. They always have a suitable 

option.

Implemented additional functionality (features):

CRM integration

Connecting an individual admin 

panel

Integration with external 

services

Set up of the multilingual 

versions to the site

Integration of the module 

"Online registration for the 

service"

— Portfolio

Site: realist.md Terms: 3 months
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Do you want to launch your online business service? Let's launch together!

Send us the company's requisites and we will conclude a contract with 

you for the development of the site!

Let’s start
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Project TaskDesk

A web platform that helps customers and contractors quickly and 

conveniently find each other to solve tasks from various fields of activity.

Implemented additional functionality (features):

CRM integration

Connecting an individual admin 

panel

Integration with external 

services

Set up of the multilingual 

versions to the site

Development of a user’s 

personal cabinet

— Portfolio

Site: taskdesk.md Terms: 2 months
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— Technologies

Modern  for efficient developmenttechnologies
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Let's 

our partnership

start


+373 (22) 800-408

+373 (68) 203-242

www.xsort.md

support@xsort.md

@Xsort

@Xsort_Bot
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